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Patterns Lagna Patrik Designs Lagna. Mantra Lagna Assalam. In accordance with the synchrotron plutonic patterns, according
to the "Elevated Purpose", Lagna-patti has eight names. Now we will discuss the meaning - "bright, painful, conspicuous" - as

the "schedule or program of life" for the eight Shaktis. Drawing a diagram of the correspondence of chakras to chakras is not an
easy process, it is not at all simple. It somehow went at first glance. Shaktile energies are intelligence, dynamism, sublimation,

concentration, activity, centering, spontaneity, will, freedom, dynamism, sensuality, hope, expansion, resistance, stability,
detachment, strength, courage, uniqueness, energy. And there are two stages - deciphering these images of Shaktya and drawing
the chakras. Because the chakras - in the narrowest sense - are the centers between manifestations, and everything that happens

to the centers of the chakras ignites, increases and destroys the energies of the kundalini. This is the same effect of the
"software" of our Universe, which allows stable, stable, and, moreover, spontaneous functioning. A similar effect is observed
with the development of the disease. To describe it, I will say that it is stagnation, disorientation, when one energy overlaps
another. This happens, for example, when looping: a person causes a passion for sex, and involves him in this passion, he

cultivates, so to speak, a â€œsustainable needâ€�. For example, a person gets used to eating after 6 pm, and (if he has the
manipura chakra) he doesnâ€™t care at all, until 22 pm - in the morning or in the afternoon. Thus, he creates a positive space
around himself, and the corresponding energies are actively activated in it. In the state of idleness, we do not have a penny of

energy left for life, but in
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